Create a fast Fullpage Takeover format for
Ekstrabladet.dk
” It’s never been easier”
- Signe Jørgensen, Grafiker

Takeover

Fullpage Takeover is a responsive format, that fills the entire
screen and is located at the top of extrabladet.dk.
1. Create graphics and replace image
Make sure the main message is in the middle of the image for best visibility. This can be checked
by looking at the image already in the folder, the red transparent background shows the area.

At the top and bottom there is placed an Ekstra Bladet bar that should also be
accounted for.
Max weight is 350 kb for it all.

Desktop
Format: 1920x1080 pixels
Save the image as takeover.jpg (small t and not JPEG), then replace the image of the same name
in the Takeover folder with it.

Tablet
Format: 1920x1080pixel
Save the image as takeover_tablet.jpg (small t and not JPEG), then replace the image of the
same name in the Takeover_tablet folder with it.

Mobile
Format: 640x960 pixel
Save the image as takeover_mobil.jpg (small t and not JPEG), then replace the image of the
same name in the Takeover_mobil folder with it.
That means:
takeover.jpg
takeover_tablet.jpg
takeover_mobil.jpg

belongs to the Takeover folder
belongs to the Takeover_tablet folder
belongs to the Takeover_mobil folder

Test and see the format by opening the Takeover HTML file in a browser.
If made to only one or two devices, only worry about the folders matching those.

2. Insert link and possibly tracking.
Before the banners can be handed over, the correct tracking must be put in
order for Ekstra Bladet to indicate how many have clicked and viewed the
banner.
Open the file index.html in the Takeover folder
Replace ekstrabladet.dk with the link to where the format will direct users to when clicked
href=”_ADCLICK_https://ekstrabladet.dk/”
Do not delete or add any additional code beside the url, else it won’t work
Save the file
Should the format be made to all devices, it must be done in all three folders with the three
devices.

For additional tracking, manually add it to the takeover.html file. For example,
it could be an impression pixel
Open the takeover HTML files that needs this tracking and insert the tracking pixel as <img> tag
after the <body> start.
Eg.
<img src=”https://urldertracker” width=”1” height=”1” style=”display:none;” >

REMERBER! Insert style=”display:none;” to ensure that it won’t be shown, else you will see a
1x1 pixel in the banner

3. Delivering
When the format is done and tested, send the zip files to Ad Operations at
Ekstra Bladet. They can provide a Ekstra Bladet testsite that shows how it looks
live.
Right click on the folder Takeover and save as zip.
Do this with all 3 folders if you are delivering to all 3 devices.
Send the zip file to adops@jppol.dk

Done!

